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F1~ont Porch Suspect Indicted 
by Brenda Buchanan container on the stairway leading to the 
second-.floor piano lounge about 11 :30 p.m. 
The Wells man arrested in connection on the Fourth . Police have said they expect 
with the July 4 tear-gassing of The Front to make other arrests in connection with the 
f
::3:~~~~-J'l~~T~,GPi\ Meets u Porch piano lounge in Ogunquit has been in- case, but they had not done so by press time. dieted fo r arson, reckless conduct and A I f s a resu to the incident, 35 p-eople were 
~ ........ ..,!l!l\!!~~!!!\!l!!!P-.... ~[!!l!!!!!~!l!)!!l!!lpll..;;a;s;sa~Lil•l~t•b~y~th:,::;e_Y~o~rk~C~o:u~n~ty~G~r;a~n~d~J~u~ry~ ... ....:t~a!k;en~r~o. Y~ o~rk~H~o~s~i~tru~f~o~r~t~re~a~t~m~e~n~tJfi~o~r!!!!ll",.__j 
works as a mechanic, was arrested in mid- About 25 others were treated at the scene . 
by Brenda Buchanan 
A.bout 15 members of the Maine Les-
bian/Gay Political Alliance spent the first 
weekend of August in Aroostook County, 
gathering at the home of Dick Harrison and 
Phil Bushey for a weekend of work and 
play . 
The most significant decision made by the 
group during the work sessions was to serid 
questionnaires to al l gubernatorial, congres-
sional and legislative candidates so that their 
positions on issues important to lesbians and· 
gay men can be evaluated prior to the 
November election, and endorsements 
made. 
The MLGPA meeting where question-
naire reponses will be reviewed and en-
dorsements voted will be held ~pt. 20 at 
Lithgow Library in Augusta. 
At first, _those at the Aroostook County 
meeting brainstormed issues about which 
they would like candidates to be questioned , 
but it was decided to pare the number' of 
queries down to two: Whether the candidate 
would support a gay and lesb ian rights bil I 
that will involve an amendment to the Maine 
Hum.an Rights Act, and whether the can-
didate will support funding for AIDS-related 
education, support services and treatment. 
Then criteria for evaluating candidates 
was debated. The final statement says that 
MLGPA will carefu lly consider candidates' , 
positions on other progressive issues of con-
cern to many lesbians and gay men and the 
. organizations with which MLGPA works in 
coalitions. The final decisions on en-
dorsements will be based on what MLGP A 
believes to be the candidate's electability; 
political criteria, such as past support for les-
bian/gay issues; and the views of opposing 
candidates. 
It was also decided to send donations to 
six national groups with which MLGP A has 
11etworked in the past or may wish to work 
with in the future. They are the Human 
Rights Campaign F und , the National Les-
bians and Gays , the Lambda Legal Defense 
and Education Fund , National Gay Rights 
Advocates and Gay and Lesbian Advocates 
and Defenders , which is New England-
focused . 
The decision to donate money to those 
groups was based on the majority's belief 
that it is important to ·establish contact with 
National organizations at other times than 
when their help is needed·. It was agreed that 
the national and regional groups are impor-
tant resources that deserve support. 
There was also discussion about the im-
portance of providing supportive services to 
lesbian and gay youth, and president Dale 
McCormick briefed the group about plans 
being made for curriculum in some public 
schools that would incorporate lesbian/gay . 
lifestyles into what now ex ists. (More on 
that in an upcoming issue.) 
MLGPA will have a table at the Common 
Ground Country Fair, which is the weekend 
of Sept. 20. Interested people can join at that 
time or stop to find out more about the 
organization . 
The spirits of those who journeyed all the 
way to New Sweden were not dampened by 
the onagain, off-again rain. The precipita-
tion let up for the business meeting on Satur-
day afternoon, but began again that night. 
That didn ' t daunt the hearty campers , 
howev.er. who stuck it out in their tents. 
Others stayed inside the house, and 
everyone gathered for communal merus -
a cookout Saturday night and a huge 
breakfast on Sunday. There also was a dance 
on Saturday night , attended by some Nor-
thern Lambda Nord members as well as the 
MLGPAers. 
There also was time for reading, talking, 
and relaxing, causing Dick Harrison to com-
ment as the weekend wa~rawing to a close 
that it had been like a ' ' mini symposium.'' 
July. The return of an indictment by the Witnesses sa id panic erupted when thick 
Grand Jury means that he will be tried in · smoke filled the lounge. Patrons threw 
Superior , rather than District Court. chairs and tables through -plate glass win-
Tlite four-cQ_unt indictment charges Covell dciws, so they could breathe fresh air. 
with arson for causing "a fire or explosion'' The Front Porch is located on Ogunquit 
at the Front Porch on July 4, with reckless Square. It long has been a popular bar 
conduct , for creating "a substantial risk of among gay men and lesbians , and that is its 
serious bodily injury" to Front Porch owner . main clientele. 
Jon Revere and others, and with two counts Police have not labeled the attack a 
of assault, for "intentionally , knowingly or homophobic incident. 
reckllessly'· causing offensive physical con- An indictment means that the Grand Jury 
tact or bodily injury to Revere and an has determined , after hearing evidence from 
employee, Michael A. Denello . the prosecution prosecutor only, that there 
Covell allegedly placed an active tear gas is sufflcient reason to bring someone to trial. 
Dear Our Paper, 
While I am all for documenting instances 
of discrimination suffered by gays and les-
bians as supporting evidence to help us get 
equal rights, I wonder why the legislators 
need this. First of all, is not one case of in-
justice worthy of protection. If there were 
only one murder per year, would it be un-
necessary to have a law against murder? If ' 
there was only a single case of a gay man 
or lesbian being fired Just because they are 
gay then they should have protection under 
the law. Everyone knows that we are 
discriminated against. Most legislators are, 
at best, embarrassed to even talk about the 
subject. Needing evidence is just a way of 
giving a legitimate sounding excuse for not 
dealing with the subject NOW. If they are 
not sure if there is discrimination, just ask 
them if they think it would be OK to tell their 
employers and voters that they have a gay 
lover, if it were true , much as they never 
tire of showing us that they are married with 
children. They know that they would not . 
want to do that because they would be very 
likely to face discrimination. 
Secondly , the legislators need not look 
outside the capital doors to find another 
gross violation of justice. Gays and lesbians 
are legally prohibited from marrying a per-
son with whom they are sexually compati-
ble. If straights were held apart, the govern-
ment would be universally regarded as in-
human and would , undoubtedly, fall. 
We need as well as want, legal marriage. 
It will stabilize our relationships. It will en-
courage fidelity and reduce STD's. It will 
give us lower income and inheritance tax 
rates and greater· benefits from Social 
Security and other government and business 
programs. For those of you who think 
discrimination is not so bad these days, you 
, could very well be thousands of dollars bet-
ter off per year if you could legally marry . 
In m-y own case, m-y lover has a large in-
come and I do not. The tax savings would 
come to more than I make! Check out the 
difference that being married would make 
in your taxes and benefits . We are being 
discriminated against. 
Yours truly 
Andy Waghalter 
Producer and host of Gay TV 
P.S. Gay TV is a public access weekly show 
that discusses issues of importance to gays 
and lesbians. It is available to any area that 
has a public access channel on their cable 
television system. For more information 
contact Andy Waghalter, P.O. Box 1922 , 
Martinsville, IN 46151, (317) 637-3424. 
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Dear OUR PAPER, 
I would like to remind your copy editors 
that the abbreviation, " [sic]", is a signal to 
the reader that the preceding material is 
"verbatim from the source" and not a 
typographical or copying error on the part 
of the transcriber. It is an abuse of this 
editorial device to apply it to opinions or 
subjective observations, as in the letter from 
Lee Scott Townsend in the August edition. 
I believe that most intelligent readers of 
the letters page of any publication realize 
that the opinions - implicit as well as ex-
plicit - reflect the assumptions of the 
writer, and that any editor with the guts to 
publish letters received will also have the 
guts to publish even those letters which 
responsibly express viewpoints anathema to 
the editor without the tampering "OUR 
PAPER" readers witnessed in August; and 
perhaps only the most egregious factual er- · 
rors will be corrected in a note from the 
editor at the foot of the letter. 
In reference to the specific incident at 
hand, in which "[sic]" was thrice invoked 
after masculine pronouns alluding to God , 
I feel it necessary to remind you that as long 
as the experience of God ' s nature remains 
a totally sujective one, it is neither correct 
nor incorrect to experience the Godhood as 
masculine, feminine, gender neutral, or 
even there at all. 
· I am aware of the role a male god plays 
in the justification of patriarchy , but the im-
position of "[sic]" in tampering with Mr. 
Townsend's letter was in my opinion 
editqrially callow, and smacks of groupthink 
- which should certainly be anathema to 
journalists. Mr. Townsend - as well as 
your readers - is owed an explanation, and 
perhaps an apology. 
Yours in critical support, 
Stephen Mathers 
Orono 
. ) 
To Our Paper: Wome'n-Using-Women 
I was so glad to learn after reading 'Your 
Paper' that women are now so liberated they 
can fist fuck each other and piss all over each 
other and/or see pictures of the same! ("A 
Consume.rs' Guide to Lesbian Sex 
Magazines.") Yeah, Women 's Liberation! 
We've come a long way, baby! Now instead 
of being men's slaves, we can be a hutch's 
slave!" Or better yet, we can read the "how-
to" sections and learn how to stick our fist 
up our sister's ass! It must be OK! Even 
wome:n of color do it! There 's articles bet-
ween the pornography! There's even some 
decent writers! Well , then , sister , sock it to 
me! 
Unsigned 
A:nnouncements 
The Second Annual Unity and Diversity 
Conference at Hampshire College in 
Amherst, Massachusetts will be held Oc-
tober 18th and 19th. For more info write 
Jane Cooper , P.O. Box 118, Amherst, MA 
01004. 
Stories needed for an anthology about les-
bians coming out to their mothers. Write 
Carr/Jones/Yates, P.O. Box 6031, Min-
neaJJOlis, MN 55406. 
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NEW DAWN ADVENTURES 
WOMEN'S 
CARPENTRY COURSE 
on 
Vieques, Puerto Rico 
I week segments 
Nov. thru Dec. 
write or call: 
NEW DAWN ADVENTURES 
518 Washington St. 
Gloucester, MA 01930 
(617) 283-8717 
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PURPOSE 
OUR PAPER is published mon-
thly by the OUR PAPER Collective, 
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 
04104 . The purpose of OUR 
PAPER is to serve as a voice for les-
bians and gay men in Maine. We 
wish the newspaper to be a source 
of information, support and affirma-
tion, and a vehicle for celebration, 
by and for members of the lesbian 
and gay men's communities . We 
want the paper to reflect our diver-
sity as well. 
EDITORIAL POLICY 
We will consider for publication · 
any material that broadens our 
. understanding of our lifestyles and 
of each other .. Views and opinions 
appearing in the paper are those of 
the authors only. :-
We request that all material sub-
mitted be signed a11d include an ad-
dress and/or phone number so we 
can contact the author if editorial 
·revisions need to be considered. We 
reserve the right to edit unsigned ' 
material as necessary. Within the 
pages of the newspaper, articles can 
appear anonymously , upon request, 
and strict confidentiality will be 
observed. No revisions or rejections 
of signed material will occur without 
dialogue with the author. 
Even though our editorials are in-
itialed, they represent the opinion of 
all collective members. 
We welcome and encourage all 
our readers to subinit material for 
publication and to share your com-
ments, criticisms and pbsitive feel-
ings with us. Remember, OUR 
PAPER is Your Paper!!! Deadline 
for each issue is the 10th of the 
month. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Subscriptions are $12 for one year 
(12 issues) , $20 for two years, and 
$30 for three years. Make checks 
payable to " OUR I? APER" . All 
submissions and correspondence 
should be sent to OUR PAPER, 
P.O. Box 10744, Portland , Maine . 
04104. . 
OUR PAPER COLLECTIVE 
Fred Berger 
Skip Brushaber 
Brenda Buchanan 
Alice Dunn 
Diane Elze 
Terri Jones. 
Barb Leclerc 
Barb Puls 
Dawn Patterson 
Rick Ring 
Bruce Smith 
Tom Sumner -. 
·P .S. Sutherland 
Barbara Wood 
Hardwick v. Bowers Aftermath: 
What to Do About the Supreme Co11rt Ruling 
by F. Jay Deacon 
Imagiae the New York, or Chicago, or 
San Francisco Pride parades this past sum-
mer if the Supreme Court had announced its 
ruling on Hardwick v. Bowers just a day 
sooner. America would have seen its most 
massive public protests in many years. But 
the Court made its announcement the day 
after. 
What bothers me, as a Mainer, is this. 
Our "Pride Day," to the extent that we have 
one, DID come after the Court announce-
ment. It was July 6, Charlie Howard 
Memorial Day. True, 1t was the Fourth of 
July weekend when many had planned to. be 
away. I have no quarrel with those .who were 
vacationing that weekend. You don't go to 
Bangor for fun. But that ~ people going 
away for the July 4 weekend - doesn't ac-
count for the disappointing turnout. Fear and 
despair account for the turnout, Even the 
sic~ irony of tlie Court's preposterous and 
fascistic decision coinciding with the phony . 
rededication of the Statue of Liberty wasn't 
enough to stir gay and lesbian Mainers out 
of their fear and despair. 
· There's been a little progress in public at-
titudes toward gay and lesbian people over 
the years. Progress won by the efforts, by 
the willingness to take risks, of the few, but · 
enjoyed by the many. Could be, it's all about 
to be reversed. It's really up to us. It's true, 
what Frederick 'Douglass said. Find out what 
people wilJ submit to, and you have found 
out the exact amount of injustice which will 
be imposed upon 'them. Are you going to 
· ? t o J)n takiµg it, and allowing . 
future generations of our people to find their 
lives distorted by . the same crap that 
frustrates yours? I have a suggestion. 
There are those who live in Maine, and 
in the Maine north of Portland, who, 
because of family, work, or sheer love of 
a home or a place are committed to be here, 
who really cannot contemplate living 
somewhere else. But some gay and lesbian 
Mainers ought to · comtemplate · living · 
somewhere else, and start checking out work 
and living possibilities elsewhere. Maybe go 
to the supermarket and get some boxes like 
you're going to be packing : And then live 
as though your life doesn't depend on that 
job you 're afraid of losing, or those friends 
or family you 're so afraid of alienating. Push 
the boundaries of your fears and see if they -
come true. If they do, you've already started · 
packing. There's life elsewhere . and you_ 
know ·it. 
ijµt what if they don't come . true? What 
if you' re honest and open about who you are 
and nothing terrible happens? You will have 
delivered yourself from a lot of fear and, I 
suspect, guilt over a pretend-existence that's 
been feeling like a disservice to your own 
people. You will probably have made a coils 
tribution toward changing attitudes, toward 
the healing of a world torn by hatred, ig-
norance and fear. It happens that, according 
to the July 14 Newsweek, 67 % of Americans 
think they have no friends or acquaintances 
\Vho are gay. Only 29% realize they have 
gay or lesbians friends and .acquaintances. 
And that, I say, is our pi:_oblem. That is how 
the Supreme Court gets off with its version 
of throwing the queer~ off a bridge. That's 
how our friends and neighbors maintain the 
illusion that everybody's straight. That's ex-
actly how come America maintains us as its 
official Pariah. caste.' 
I say our liYff .. . '<Cc, a p~u'\icular J\l~ng 
. and mission in iliese times . There. isn't 
anybody else who can change the rules or 
end the ignorance for us. Or maybe you 
THE WOMENS COMMUNITY PROJECT 
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'i 
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.. 
WOODFORDS CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 
202 WOODFORD ST., PORTLAND 
._ · • : 7:00 ~ 10:30 P.M. • . 
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I 
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... CO-SPONSORED BY THE 
GAY & LESBIAN ALLIANCE 
think change really isn't possible? We don't 
have forever to live our lives. We know 
what we have to do. If, when we've lived 
all our days, we· haven't done it, that fact 
will haunt us. There will be little comfort 
against the truth that we simply never got 
around to creating a new and better world, 
never got around to creative mobilization of 
our rage, never lived out the meaning in-
herent in our lives. 
On your way home, get some boxes. Then 
start living like your life is your own, on 
your own terms, proudly and defiantly. And 
see what happen~. 
* 
F. Jay Deacon is Director of the Office ot . 
Lesbian and Gay Concern$ at the Boston 
headquarters of the Unit.arian Universalist 
Associatiion, and minister of the Unitarian 
Church of Bangor. 
Writen, Aspiring Writen and Closet Writen, 
· lend us your pens. 
. We need people to write about lesbian/gay events and happening~ all 
over the state. We're interested in articles on just about everything, 
inclluding sports, music,' community building, and political activism. If you 
have any ideas, we'd like to hear them. Please call Fred at 773-5540_ or 
write Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104. 
'l'f>f MYSTERIO\JS El\ST 
Fine Oriental Imports 
Reproduction bronze dragon from Zhou Dynasty c. 800 B. C. 
Gifts & Furnishings 
End of Summer Sale 
Aug. 29 thru Oct. 11 
All items in stock 20% off! · 
90 EXCHANGE ST . 
PORTLAND, MAINE o4I01 773-4717 
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GREAT TIMES! 
Times Roman, that is. It's 
just one of the many type styles 
available at The Type Room. 
Complete typesetting and 
proofreading service. Women-
owned and operated. 
Comejoin us at 
PAPA JOE'S 
80 Water Street 
Augusta, Maine 
We have no strangers-
onlyfriends you haven't met. 
207-623-4041 
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'PORTlAND DANCE CENTER 
A MOVING EXPERIENCE! 
Sept.2 - Oct. 25·- Fall Term 
Ballet 
Jazz 
Modem 
Exercise 
African 
Ballroom/ Social 
Kids' Ballet 
Kids' Acting 
and 
much more ... 
Kids & Adults 
25A Forest Avenue. Portland 
773-2562 
Club Auction Benefits AIDS Work 
by Fred Berger and 
Brenda Buchanan 
Auctioneer Steve Einstein held up a pink 
sweatshirt dress. 
"What size is it?", someone from the 
crowd yelled . "It's a large, but one size fits 
a ll with these kinds of things ," Einstein-
responded . 
Then the bidding began. 
''$40 if Hal wears it ,' ' one of the bidders 
shouted. 
"$100 if Jon Revere wears it ," another 
bidder chimed in . 
''Only if he loans me some of his earr-
ings, " Jon shot back. . . 
With this kind of campy reparte.e spicing 
up the evening , The Club ' s Second Annual 
Benefit Auction for AIDS raised more than 
$8.000 for three organizations . Held at The 
Club in Ogunquit on July 30, .the event 
featured more than 120 donated items . 
Most of the items donated were gift cer-
tificates to Ogunquit area stores, restaurants , 
and guest houses , with some P?'.tland 
establishments participating. In add1t1on to 
the amount raised by the auction itself, over 
$2500 was raised in cash pledges prior to 
the auction. Also, Club owner , Hal 
Feldberg, matched the money raised by a 
four dollar cover charge for the event. 
Of the total $8100 raised , two thousand 
· dollars each was given to the Maine Health 
Foundation and the AIDS Action Commit-
tee of Boston. The remainder was donated 
to the New England Deaconess Hospital for 
AIDS research . 
Representatives of three of the groups 
benefitting from the auction spoke briefly to 
the crowd during a break in the auction. 
Larry Kessler, director of the AIDS Action 
Committee thanked the participating 
businessess , particularly the "straight-
owned" businesses, for their help: He '.)Oted 
that at the time of last year's auction The 
AIDS Action Committee served 125 clients . 
It now serves 275 people with AIDS and 
ARC including 25 women and 25 children . 
Bert LeClair. a member of the board of 
photos: Diane, Elze 
Club owner Hal Feldberg with 
Jon Revere, owner of The Front Porch. 
THE. GOOD EGG CAFE 
705 Congress Street 
773 · 0801 
the Maine Health Foundation , spoke brief-
ly about the history of that organization. ~e 
emphasized that the group's sole purpos~ is 
fundraising and that , with no operating 
budoet. 100% of the funds raised go back 
b . . 
to the gay and lesbian community . 
Gary Anderson, coordinator of T.he AIDS 
Project , which receives much of its ~nds 
from The Maine Health Foundat10n, 
thanked The Club 's owners, saying th<1t he 
"greatly appreciated tonigh~ ." 
The aucti,jn was organized by Club 
manager Jeff Arnold, who was re~ponsi?le 
for procuring the donations: In a d1scuss1on 
the day following the auction, Arnold e.~-
pressed satisfaction at the amount raised . I 
think The Club did its job well. I was very 
happy with the total ... considering the. tur-
. nout" , he said. Arnold expressed disap-
pointment that more _?f the l_ocal gay 
business owners and other gay people 
weren't part of the estimated 125 to 150 pe?-
ple in attendance. "90% of the crowd,,was 
straight business owners from town, he 
said . 
Club owner Hal Feldberg said that The 
Club ,sponsored the event beca~se "eve~y 
· gay · person should take an active part m 
fighting AIDS. ·we need to show our 
strength to get the support of other pe;ople", 
he said. Hal said he feels the bars m Mame 
don't do enoJUgh to raise money like the bars 
do in Boston where he lives in the winter. 
'' I challenge the other Maine clubs t0 match 
this auction in fundraising," he said. 
ARE YOU SATISFIED 
WITH YOUR SOCIAL LIFE? 
f''1eet new friends) companions and lovers! 
Call Buddw..s . ~ the per·s6nalized 
introduction service offerina the L.A.RGEST 
gaycl1entelle in New England! 
Professionel - Confidentiel - Discreet 
lmll~ 
(603) 880-7625 [stabl1 shed 1 98 2 
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A Disorder of Mysterious Origin ,' 
by R.J. Bass 
Are you one of the many women who ex-
perience really bad cramps with her period; 
or very painful ovulation, extremely heavy 
- periods, ,or bleeding at times other than dur-
ing her period; or discomfort with vaginal 
penetration during sex? Are you one of the 
many women who has taken these com-
plaints to a clinic or doctor, only to be told 
that ''These conditions are a normal part of 
being a woman," or more likely , "It's in 
your head; there's nothing wrong with 
you,'; or "It'll go away if you take birth 
control pills or get pregnant?'' If any of this 
sounds familiar to you, you may want to 
know more about endometriosis. 
Endometriosis is the name of a disorder 
seen only in women during their ''repr9(luc-
tive " · years, those years when a woman-is 
menstruating. The name comes .from the 
term "endometrium," which is the tissue 
lining the inside of the uterus. It is the en-
dometrium which builds up and then 
deteriorates and flows out of the uterus each 
· month - in other words, the menstrual 
flow . 
When a woman has endometriosis, it 
means that endometrial tissue is growing 
. somewhere outside the uterus, in other parts · 
of her body_. These abnormal locations com-
monly include the ovaries, fallopian tubes, 
outside surface of the uterus, and in ~urgical 
scars. Occasfonally, the tissue appears on 
the vulva (external genitals), vagina, cervix, 
bladder,, rectum, o.r intestines, and i_n rare 
cases, it is found in the thigh, arm, lungs, 
or even the head .. 
Like the lining of the uterus, en-
dometriosis responds to a woman's monthly 
hormone activity. The tissue builds up and 
then breaks down and bleeds. The growths 
are not cancerous, but the tissue break-down 
and internal bleeding can cause inflamma-
tion of the affected areas, leading to 
. . 
scamng. 
Endometriosis is associated with a varie-
ty of complications, including the rupture of 
the growths, the formation of adhesions 
(scar-like tissue that causes other tissues and 
organs to adhere to one another) , intestinal 
obstf4ction or bleeding, or problems with 
urination. These problems vary, depending· 
on the location and severity of the growths. 
Rupture of the growths can cause the en-
dometriosis to spread to new locations. A 
cycle of remissions and recurrences is com-
monly reported, although emdometriosis 
tends to get worse over a loqg period of 
time. -
The symptoms of endometriosis are, most 
commonly, pain before and .during , 
menstrual periods, very heavy bleeding or 
bleeding between periods, pain during·'sex, 
or infertility . Menstrual pain caused by en-
dometriosis is usually worse than menstrual 
cramps. Some women with endometriosis 
have no discomfort at all, while others have 
debilitating pain. One poll of 200 women 
with endometriosis reported that 60% were 
unable to engage in normal activities for 
anywhere from a few days to· several 
months . For some women, the pain is 
chronic. 
Infertility is a common compljcation, 
. though many women with endometriosis do 
not experience infertility. Endometriosis is 
associated with higher rates of miscarriage 
and ectopic pregnancy (pregnancy outside 
the uterus, usually in the fallopian tubes). 
If an endometrial growth ruptures, it can 
cause something known as a "chocolate 
cyst." 
There are several theories, none of them 
conclusive, to explain the cause of en-
dometriosis. Since the growths are 
sometimes found in scars, one theory' sug-
gests that surgery can spread endometriosis 
or somehow causes it. Another theory is that 
endometriosis represents some remnants of 
the woman's own fetal tissue. A common 
hypothesis is that the, woman's menstrual 
blood or uterine lining has flowed up 
through her fallopian tubes and into her ab-
dominal cavity . This is referred to· as 
retrograde flow or tubal reflux. There are 
also theories that rely on hormonal, im-
munological, or chemical factors. Some 
evidence shows a relationship between en-
dometriosis and prostaglandin, a hormone 
which causes excessive menstrual cramping. 
Endometriosis is also associated with 
several myths. One of the most common is 
that women should learn to put up with bad 
cramps or.heavy periods. These problems 
are not normal for most women and should 
be considered as possible. symptoms of 
endometriosis. 
Another myth is that endometriosis is a 
"career woman's disease. : ' Early publici-
ty typified . the average woman with en-
dometriosis as an upwardly mobile, white, 
educated, middle-class, never-pregnant 
woman in her late 20's or early 30's. The 
reason for this misconception is that this 
description fits a woman who has good ac-
cess to gynecological care, It is now known 
that women of different racial, cultural, and 
economic backgrounds have endometnosis. 
Still other myths advance the notions that 
endometriosis ·doesn't begin until a woman 
is in he_r late 20's or early 30's, and that ear-
ly pregnancy, even teenage pregnancy, will 
prevent the development of endometriosis. 
In fact, many women experience symptoms 
of endometriosis in late adolescence. 
When a woman shows any suspicious 
symptoms, endometriosis should be con-
sidered as a possible diagnosis. A definitive 
diagnosis can be made by laparoscopy. 
Laparoscopy is a procedure which uses a 
laparoscope, an instrument which is inserted 
into a woman's abdomen by means of a 
small incision near her belly button. Carbon 
dioxide is used to "inflate" the abdomen, 
maiking her organs visible. The laparoscope 
is then used to see the inside of the abdomen, 
looking for.endometriosis. Laparoscopy can 
A Pilgrimage To~ward Pride 
As a 35-year-old gay man, I couldn't 
begin to cqunt all the corning outstories I've 
heard, some rich ·with newfound support 
from family and friends, others filled with 
pain of rejection, reinforced self-hatred, and 
abuse. In each story was something that mat-
ched a part of me, and I clung to it, storing 
it away down deep, where I could draw on 
it to provide me with either the hope or 
despair I seemed alternately to need. 
Layered on top of that experience of try-
ing to come to grips with my sexuality, were 
the thousands of 'gay pride' messages I 
received from sources like 'Our Paper,' and 
hav~g come of age at the height. of the gay 
activist movement in the late sixties. I 
thought I had it all together! Gay WAS and 
IS Good! 
But, I didn't FEEL good! And, if gay was 
good, and I didn't feel good, then there must 
be something seriously wrong with me! Gay 
didn't mean pervert, but I felt like a pervert. 
Society wanted me . to feel like a pervert. 
Self-loathing is not something a human can 
live with and stay healthy, and I knew I 
needed to change, but into what? Were the 
homophobes right? If I followed Anita 
Bryant (remember her?) attd Jerry Falwell's 
definitions for my life, could I start to feel 
good? Would the pain go away? 
At times, I definitely believed that if 
somehow I could magically become hetero-
sex.ual (God forbid!), all of my problems 
would disappear. I felt caught in an endless 
cycle of sick relationships , which always 
ended bringing me a bizarre mixture of the 
grief of loss and the release of being set free. 
It seemed that. cycle could only end if I could 
somehow get my glands to respond to the 
' right' stimulus. 
After years of fighting for my rights, in-
doctrinating myself in 'politically correct' 
ideology, celebrating (or going through 
celebrative motions) the gay experience and · 
culture, . I still found myself feeling 
frustrated , isolated and lonely. I didn't know 
the answers. I was just as confused about 
the questions. 
The answers, I have come to find out, had 
little to do with being gay, and the questions 
had everything to do with alcoholism. I had 
been raised in a chemically dependent home, 
and my view of the world and of myself had 
been distorted by the effects of that disease 
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on me, in spite of the fact that I have never 
be1~n a heavy drinker or a drug user. 
It is little wonder I resisted that idea. I had 
been taught in various ways, some subtle 
and some overt, that I must keep the family 
secret safe. I adopted the depial of the 
mother that had never been there for. me, and 
the father who had helped her stay ,ick while 
trying to feel like he was helping her. But, 
as I heard the stories of other people, some 
gay and some straight, who had grown up 
in families like mine, ll. similarity emerged 
thi~t was too striking to ignore. I met peo-
ple who, like me, were filled with confus-
ing feelings about abandonment, lack of self 
esteem, victimization, dishonesty with 
themselves and others, difficulty with in-
timacy, and more! As I heard them talk, it 
was as if they were relating my own ex-
perience. I had to admit it. .. the homophobic 
mt!ssages of a hostile society fed my dys-
fu111ctional and self-destructive patterns, but 
the real issue had to 90 with growing. up in 
a family that never gave me what I wanted , 
ac,ceptance and unconditional love. 
At a point in my life when I have been 
taught that a gay man's life is over (I can't 
. i 
• I 
be performed under local anesthetic. 
After diagnosis, the woman's choice of 
treatment will depend o_n the severity and 
location of the growJhs, her plans for 
pregnancy , her history of hormone use, her 
family medical history, and !fer own age and 
health. 
In severe cases, the treatment is designed 
to inhibit the ovaries' production of the ho.r-
m one estrogen. Some doctors recommend 
pregnancy as a treatment, because the 
ovaries are inactive when a woman is preg-
nanf,- (If you have endometriosis and you 
think you may want to 'become pregnant; 
your plans may be affected. A delay might 
make pregnancy more difficult or risky if 
the endometriosis advances.) 
A hormone treatmel).t now used is 
Danazol, a derivative of the male hormone 
testosterone. Danazol, known as Danocrine 
in the U.S . and Cyclomen in Canada, in-
duces artificial menopause and reputedly 
dissolves some small growths. Danazol 
treatment is v.ery expensive; a six-to-nine 
month treatment period can cost $900 to . 
$1350. It is also not without side effects. 
Additionally, a survey conductecl by the 
Endometriosis ,Association polled 180 
women using Danazol. Half of them ex-
perienced either no relief or recurrence of 
symptoms once the discontinued the 
medication. 
Less common hormone treatments include . 
oral contraceptives (birth control pills) and 
synthetic progesterone, such as Provera and 
Depo-provera. These medications suppress 
the activity of the ovaries. 
Surgical treatments for endometriosis can 
be "conservative": scraping (curretage), 
cutting, or cauterizing the growths; or it can 
be ''radical'': hysterectomy, with or without 
removal of the ovaries. 
Some doctors only recommend surgery if 
continued on page 10 
leave the bars with almost anyone I choose 
.any more), my life is really just beginning. 
The suicidal depressions which have plagued 
me for years are dissipating. The abusive 
friends and lovers are gone. I am on a road 
that leads to real health, a road I am building 
for myself with the support of friends who 
are doing the same thing in their own lives. 
The process is simple in comparison to the 
complexity I have always imposed · upon 
myself, but it is difficult because it is foreign 
to everything I have always accepted to be 
true. I ~ave quit singing 'Someday My · 
Prince Will Come,' because I see that I don't 
need to be rescued. I am no longer feeling 
like a martyr, because I see that I can have 
sufficient respect for others to allow them 
to make their own choices in life. 
What is this process? In THE LOVE 
BOOK, Karen Casey writes, ''Though 
· seldom ·remembered, one of the greatest 
tributes we can give one another is full ex-
pression of who we were, who we are, and 
who. we hope to become. Being ·real is 
courageous; it takes a decision and practice, · 
54 EXCHANGE ST. 
PORT~ND, MAINE 
A national network- of fundraisers for 
women's causes has been formed. Called the 
National Network of Women's Funds, the 
goal of the group is to build bridges between 
womeri of different backgrounds. 
The first meeting of the network was held 
recently in Kansas City, Kansas, prior to the 
annual conference of the Council on Foun-
dations . Discussed at the meeting was 
racism and how ii could affect the coalition. · 
Also , some women philanthropists such as 
Helen Hunt , the daughter of Texas 
billionaire H .L. Hunt, and Mary Jo Piute, 
who contributed about $1 million to establish 
the Michigan Women's Foundation·, spoke 
about their commitment to donating and 
raising money for woJ}len's causes. 
* * * 
A judge who . sits in- federal court in . 
Nebraska has ruled . thar First Amei,dtnent 
'rights · protect a University of Nebraska 
· newspaper from having to a<;cept personal 
ads that note a person' s sexual orientation. 
The judge, whose name was not available , 
said the paper did not discriminate on the 
basis . of sexual orientation in refusing to 
print ads, because ads for the university's 
gay. student association have appeared in the 
. past in the newspaper. 
* * * Lesbians and gay· men across the nation 
are mobilizing to fight a California ballot in-
itiative that could result in a quarantine of 
people with AIDS. 
The initiative qualified for placement on 
the November ballot after a group affiliated 
with Lyndon LaRouche's National Demo-
cratic Party Committ~e gathered enough 
supportjng signatures. The sponsoring group 
is called " Prevent AIDS Now Initiative 
Committee," or PANIC. 
1-..._jlJW~&lf ..Miii- ...,u;· w· .w· "IX. e.. would clear the 
way for quarantine and internment of peo-
ple with AIDS, their suspected associates 
and anyone who tests positive for the 
HTLV-3 antibody. 
It says that such people would not be 
allowed to teach, attend school , or work in . 
medical, food service or other career fields 
that · involve public contact. ' 
In response to the initiative, more than 
100 lesbian and gay organizations have 
joined together in a group called the No On 
11lR.ouche Coalition. They are attempting to 
raise money · nationwide to fight the in-
itiative, which is seen as- a potential 
precedent-setter, regardless of the outcome. 
For more information on their efforts, con-
tact Jeane Cordova, No On LaRouche Coali-
tion , 7985 Santa Monica Blvd. , #109-174, 
West Hollywood, CA 90046, or call (213) 
856:9055 . . 
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Global-Gayzette 
The category of sexual orientation has 
been added to a set of proposed occupancy · 
and rent collection pblicies and procedures 
in Philadelphia. 
The city ' s Housing Authority has revised 
its proposal recently to define a family as 
''two or more persons sharing residency 
who are related by blood, marriage , or 
adoption, or who show evidence of a stable 
relationship which has existed over a period 
of time. " 
The original draft of the policies and pro-
cedures was controversial because it con-
tained criteria.offensive to lesbians and gay 
men. For example, it said "sexual deviants" 
could be excluded. 
* .* *. 
The Madison Wisconsin Parks Commis-
sion recently voted unanimously to reaffinn · 
ari_eariier decision allowing .Geqrge Segal 's 
sculptu.re, "Gay Liberation," to be 
displayed in a city park. The sculpture por-
trays two men and two women showing af-
fection to.each other. Opponents of its place-
ment in the park said it was "homosexual 
propaganda." · 
The sculpture was to be moved from the 
Madison Art Center into the park this sum-
mer, where it was expected to remain for 
at least a year; - -
* *• * 
A new version of the diary of Anne Frank 
has been published by the Dutch government 
and included are the lesbian sexual fantasies 
that were censored out of earlier versions . 
The Dutch Institute of War Documenta-
tion is <;ailing the recently-published edition 
the "definitive version" of the diary , which 
was saved by Frank's father and later 
published in more than 30 countries , sell-
ing 16 million copies. 
QJ1C qf the passages .heretofore unpub-
lished reads " .. . Sometimes in bed at night 
I have an uncontrollable urge to feel my 
breasts, and to listen to how calmly and 
steadily my heart beats. 
"Unconsciously, I must have had similar 
. feelings before I c.ame here, because I know 
that when I used to spend the night with Jac-
queline, I could barely control myself, I was 
so curious about her body ... I asked Jac-
queline if we should, as proof of our friend-
ship, feel each other' s breasts . She refused. 
It was also the case that I had a terrible urge 
to kiss Jacqueline .and did so. I become 
ecstatic every time I see a naked figure of 
a woman, such as a Venus in an art history 
book. Sometimes I find it so wonderous and 
beautiful , that I have to hold myself in, so 
that I do not begin to cry. " 
An English translation of the complete 
diary is expected to be published soon. 
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The National Gay and Lesbian Task Force 
has called on the U.S. Senate to reject the 
nomination of Supreme Court Justice 
William Rehnquist as Chief Justice of the 
court. · 
NGLTF Executive Director Jeffrey Levi 
testified before the Judiciary Committee that 
Rehnquist ''has demonstrated a singular 
disregard for fundamental constitutional 
principles'' and has sought to restrict the 
"free s~:~ch and "free association rights of 
gay men and lesbians." 
Levi pointed out that Rehnquist voted wi(h 
the majority in the recent decision that con-
doned police intrusion into gay and lesbian 
bedrooms, the so-called "sodomy ruling ." 
He also referred to a less-publicized case 
involving a gay student group at the Univer-
sity of Missouri in 1978. In that case, Rehn-
qui~t authored a dissent which suggested the 
existence of sodomy laws w.as .sufficient· 
. basis· ror;idenying gay men and·lesbiani t~e ; . ' 
. right to free association·· and· free speech,, . 
because ' 'having .made certain acts criminal, . 
(the state) may prevent or discourage in-
dividuals. from engaging in speech· or con-
duct whiich encourages · others to violate 
those laws." 
The National Organization of Gay and 
Lesbian Scientfsts and Technical Profes-
sionals has published a free brochure on the 
lives of gay and lesbians scientists. Amorig 
those featured are Margaret Mead, Leonar-
do da Vi1r1ci and Alan Turing. Of Mead, the 
brochure says she had "significant sexual 
affairs with other women during her mar-
ried lifetime." And da Vinci , it says, was 
publicly denounced as "a sodomite" when 
he was 24 years old. He never married and 
willed all of his possessions to another man, 
it says. . 
For copies of the brochure, write to 
NOGLSTP, P:O . Box 14138, Chicago, Ill. 
60614.' . 
* * * A new magazine covering of news and 
--opinions of interest to the international Black 
Lesbian and Gay community has been 
'launched recently. Published by the National 
Coalition of Black Lesbians and Gays, the 
magazine: is called Black/Out. Its first edi-
tion carriied a publication date of June 22. 
The magazine is bei11g edited by Joseph 
Beam and Barbara Smith. Beam is editor of 
a book soon to be out called In The Life: A 
Black Gay Anthology. Smith is a former 
Boston activist who was a founder of Kit-
·chen Table Press and an editor of Home 
Girls. . -
Subscriiptions to Black/Out are $6 per 
year. Individual issues can be purchased for 
$2 . The magazine 's address is B/Out, P.O. 
Box 2314, Philadelphia, PA 19103. 
Mondays a·p.m. to 10 p.m. 
"SPOUSES OF GAYS 
AND LESBIANS 
A Suppotf Group" 
Tuesdays 5:30 p.m.-7::JC! p.m. 
Led by CAROL KERR. M.Div. 
A founder of the Mattachine Society and 
longtime gay rights activist was arrested dur-
. ing the Los Angeles gay pride parade, 
reportedly for carrying a sign supporting the 
North American Man/Boy Love Associa-
tion . Harry Hay was marching with his 
group, the Radical Faeries , carrying a sign 
reading "NAMBLA Marches With Me," 
when he was arrested , according to a 
NAMBLA press release. 
The reason for his arrest, the organization 
said , is that Christopher Street West, 
organizer of the parade, has not · allowed 
NAMBLA to march since 1984. 
Hay objects to the exclusi9n of NAMBLA 
from the event, saying denial of the group's 
right to participate is inconsistent with the 
principle of freedom of expression and the . 
spirit ,of. gay liberation. 
* ·* * 
The U.S.. House of Representatives 
recently · rejected Rep. William Dan-
-nemeyer' s (R-CA) attempt to overturn a 
Washington, D,C . law that prohibits 
discrimination by insurance companies 
· against those at risk for AIDS. Ttie Senate 
approved on August l a rider to the debt 
ceiling bill that would overturn the D.C. · 
law. However, the Senate amendment to the 
debt ceiling bill is virtually certain to be 
eliminated when a House-Senate conference 
convenes to work out differences between 
their versions. 
Maine's Sen. William Cohen did not vote 
for the rider, meaning he did not vote to 
overturn the AIDS law . Sen. George Mit-
chell did not vote . In the House, both Reps . 
John McKernan _and Olympia S~owe voted 
to overturn the D.C. law. 
The law prohibits redlining practices 
aimed at identifying those in high risk 
groups and ·places a five-year moratorium 
on use of the HTL V-3 antibody test for 
insurance~related purposes. 
:-
* * * 
(Sources for . some of the news in this 
month's Gayzette were Sojoumer, Bay Win-
dows , The Body Politic and off our backs.) 
For further information call 87Hi135. 
Individual counseling sessions also available . 
,. 
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Coming Out 
Sitting in the house 
she yearned 
for lasting freedom 
from the prison 
she had made. 
Standing by the road 
she sensed 
a growing excitement 
for what was waiting 
around the next comer. 
Walking through the woods 
she felt 
the shackles being broken 
and left behind 
in the footprints of her past. 
Running across the field 
she :-ealized 
the newness drawing near 
as the final bondage 
was swept from her soul. 
Lying on the sand 
she understood 
-the peaceful calm 
of being where she was 
and should be. · · 
Unraveling, 
This should probably stop. 
My conversation is still dotted 
with his name 
like some repeat pattern 
on some cheap fabric 
in some design 
-Dawn 
that didn't work. 
unwearable. 
badly cut and bleeding color 
at the seams . 
Brian Crabtree 
Debt To A Friend 
You allowed me to be myself _ 
when I didn't even know who I was. 
You taught me how to let go 
of the temporary 
and stretch for the eternal. 
Yozl let me learn 
without trying to push me. 
You wouldn't quit 
when I was ready to give up. 
You share my laughter 
and endure my tears 
and I know sometimes 
it hasn't been so easy. 
But most of all 
you've shown me 
the strength of love 
something very real 
that will stay with me 
long after this birthday 
has become a faded memory. 
I owe you, my dear friend. 
And I always will. 
- Love, 
dawn 
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The Falls 
When the ice of my heart 
begins to melt , 
may you be there 
to feel the flow 
of cool relief 
as it cascades 
over the edge 
of my soul 
into the depths 
of eternity. 
Soul Eyes 
Your eyes say more 
than lips could ever speak 
letting me know 
the depth of your love 
in a way that can 
never be questioned. 
The closer I look 
the further I fall 
into that contentment 
which has eluded so many 
and is now within my grasp. 
Offer me nothing but your eyes 
for in them I see your soul 
and am no longer deceived 
by the' 'normal ' lives 
of others who would 
try to change me. 
Your acceptance alone 
has given me 
courage to choose , 
strength to stand, 
freedom to be. 
-Dawn 
-Dawn 
Steady as she goes ... 
Ajier much rocking 
and being wssed abour 
1his old ship is heading 
for calm wa1ers al las!. 
The anchor of discon1en1 
no longer !rails behind 
snagging on every memory 
. slowing the ship's progress 
even jerking if 10 a hall ar times. 
And the hot winds of advice 
have also died down 
no longer filling 1he sails 
sending the big boat reeling 
through churning waters 
of.frustrating confusion. 
No, this sturdy vessel 
is now being comrolled 
by the hand of one 
who is slowly learning 
through each powe,j'ul wave 
10 simply sail on ... 
Loneliness floods th-e bar 
Like thick beer. 
Men ruled along the walls. 
Singular "like stars 
In a polluted sky 
As music promises love 
F0r awhile .. 
All eyes eye the only 
Laughter. 
Dull , deadpan stares 
Wonder why. 
There's no joy in being 
Hot and horny . 
" Come home wirh me, juke-box 
]Lover, spend the night." 
Your pleasure 's mine, or 
I'll make it so, 
Just to while away rhe time . 
Juke-box lover, right jeans, 
Lea ther jackd - be mine . 
Kirk T.K. Klebe 
Rich 
How beautiful it is 
to be so rich 
in everyday experiences 
knowing that I 
have only just begun 
to dip my fingers 
into the spare change 
of life itself. 
Frozen Moment 
It was one of those. 
It made me feel like that. 
We were kissing , 
our tongues 
on impulse 
heavy 
wet 
curling ... 
i moved down and put the 
crucifix on his neck 
into my mouth . .. pulling 
so that his head lifted slightly 
from the back of the seat 
and the whites of his eyes 
glimmered 
- Dawn 
through his lashes. 
Brian Crabtree 
THE GUEST 
Last night 
depression 
came around again 
knocking at my door 
and I 
as usual 
opened wide . .: 
But this time 
at my side 
I-had an ally 
a strongJi-iend 
who reminded me 
that I did not have 10 
entertain this unwelcome 
intruder ta- my happiness. 
And so a decision was made 
·and depression had to leave 
for there was not enough room 
for the two of them in my heart . 
MyJi·iend will always be 
the beuer choice. 
Touch 
Maybe I'll touch you 
just this once 
and feel the heauens shake. 
The slightest tremor 
of your smile 
can cause the earth to quake. 
Maybe I'll feel your 
louing heart 
as you lean across the space 
And gently touch 
the feuered blush 
as it settles on my face. 
Maybe you'll neuer 
understand 
just why I back away. 
Not lack of loue 
but only fear 
of the price we'll haue to pay. 
{f we should euer 
go too Jar 
could we accept our lot? 
Yes, maybe I'll touch you 
just this once. . 
and then again . . . maybe net . 
.,,, 
. 
Goal 
A major part of life 
is our striving to be beuer 
than we ·are or have been. 
fl we,wereperf'ect 
there would be no need 
for o!'r very existence. 
So it stands to reason 
that conflicts will arise 
as inner struggles give way 
to outer expressions. 
This in no way excuses us 
but should only serve 
to enhance our awareness 
of the responsibility 
we have 10 each other. 
We are not" in this alone 
but must learn to care 
for our brothers and sisters 
who are also searching 
for the ultimate peace 
that comes with contentment. 
There lies the problem 
for we are never satisfied 
even with ourselves 
as wefallfar short 
of total perfection. 
The irony of it all 
is that the very goal 
which reminds us 
we are still alive 
seems to be reached 
only through death. 
· And we often wonder -
is it really worth it? 
I think so. 
· Each day 
as we attempt 
to hide ourselves 
behind the facade 
of what others see 
we only succeed 
in confusing 
our own emotions 
and as a result 
we become the ones 
who are fooled 
while we are seen 
quite clearly 
by those who 
take time 
to lonk. 
-Dawn 
Another_ 
Seeing you with another 
Turns my blue skies gray 
Even though we ca re for each ot_her 
Very much fo r each other 
Even though there's someone else 
Seeing you in another 's arms 
It shouldn 't be 
Noticing your smile 
Counting your tears 
Lying to each other 
Are you reall y happy, no 
I wait and wa it until 
Real love, ours, is to be 
It will be, in time 
Leaving another is easy 
Only when the time is right 
Very much right is the, time 
Even though another says no 
You and I will stay as 
One forever , but not 
Until_you let go of another 
Dave M . Wellman 
Hangover 
This morning 
the spirit o(lasf night 
w_as still a part of me. 
It teased rne in the darkness 
and tormented me in the light 
drawing me deeper-under the covers 
away.fi'om the pounding drums-
of the concrete jungle 
that impatiently awaited 
my return t_o the work ing world. 
.-
The· Birth of the Maine 
Bisexual Network 
by Ginny La Crow 
Since the Third Annual Conference on 
Bisexuality was held oh the U.S.M. cam-
.pus this past March in Portland, a small but 
consistent group of men· and women from 
various parts of Maine have been meeting 
in the Portland area to share pot-lucks and 
discussions on a variety of topics relating to. 
bisexuality. We are a diverse group of men 
and women ranging in ages from twenty-
four to fourty-four. We are couples and 
singles. We are feminists , artists, conser-
-, 
,, vatives , computer programmers, parent3 , 
:i health care workers, and homemakers. We 
.r. are now ready to give more structure to the · 
. group and to organize our goals and ac.-
. . ; tivities in a more formal way. At our next 
[; retreat, which is being.held the weekend of . 
· :' September 12th through the 14th in th·e · 
Belfast area, we will be discussing the · 
following items: our goals as a group; what 
kinds of activities we will plan; regional net-
working throughout the state; whether we 
are mainly a socializing, support or infor-
mational group; who will be coordinating 
and who will be the regional contact peo-
ple; what about friends/spouses of bisexuals 
and how will we reach out to the lesbian/gay 
and straight communities. 
Most importantly , we have created a safe, 
confidential place where anyone, regardless 
of their sexual identity, can come and 
discuss their needs and desires as a sexual 
human being. Anyone interested in meeting 
other folks who are involved with the net-
work and/or who are interested in the plan-
. ning and thinking is welcome to atte.nd the 
retreat for part or all of the weekend. Call-
Arlene at 338-1037 for information about 
the retreat and Ginny at 7804083 for infor-
mation about the Maine Bisexual Network . 
Gay /Lesbian Alliance Update 
by Terri Jones 
September is a busy month, both for the 
commuQity and the GLA. As we start· the 
fall semesteer many " house cleaning" ac-
tivities take place. Here is just a few things 
we're workin'g on .. . 
Many work-study positions, including 
' peer counselors , graphic artists, publicity 
specialists, are.available for the 86-87 school 
I y~ar. If you are a USM-student and have 
been awarded work-study and are interested 
in working. on issues important to the !es-
. bian and gay men's communities, please 
contact our office at 780-4085 , or stop by 
the GLA table at the USM Job Fair, Sept. 
5th in the Portland Gymnasium. 
1 . Friday Night Discussions will continue to 
' be held every oth!!r Friday from 7-9 p.m. 
at the GLA . office at 92 Bedford St. , 
I ' Portland . Topics planned for this semeste.r 
: 
•. JM6elO•OURPAPER 
include Legal issues for gay and lesbian 
, couples, lesbian parenting, lesbian sexuali-
ty and health and hopefully , an evening of 
original writings from the community . Call · 
our office for details as well as any ideas you 
might have for the discussions, 
Friday , October 3rd will be the date for 
the second Women's Performance Night 
organized by the Woman's Community Pro-
ject. · The evening will showcase talented 
women artists and will &enefit the Women 's 
Community Project 's efforts to raise money 
to .purchase a building to be used for a 
women's center in Portland. The event will 
be co-sponsored by the GLA. 
Autumnfest, the celebration of gay and 
lesbian life in Maine, will be held Sept.. 
26th, 27th and 28th in Portland. Planned 
events include a· benefit dinner, the tradi-
tional streetfair/flea market and a · cruise. 
International News 
Funware! 
For Men & Women. 
()pen daily 1~. Sun. 12-5 
26 Milk Street . 
in the Old Port 
Portland, Maintt · 
A Pilgrimage Through Pride 
co,;_timwd from Jpage 6 continued from page 6 
the growths are over five centimeters - and it is demanded if we're to know love. ' ' 
about two inches - or if the adhesions are I've made that decision and I am practicing 
causing infertility. it in rooms filled with other people who have 
For women facing a choice between hor- made the same decision , after having lived 
mone therapy or surgery , the decision can in homes similar to the one in which I grew 
feel like having to clioose the lesser of two up. The program is called Adult Children 
evils. There are other treatment options, in- of Alcoholics, and the group that focuses on 
eluding visualization, macrobiotic diets and gay and lesbian issues meets on Monday 
other nutritional therapies, acupuncture, nights at the Y.W.C .A. at 7:30 p.m. Non-
homeopathy , chiropractic, and herbal gay focused groups which welcome gay men 
therapies. and lesbians meet elsewhere in Portland 
Anti-prostaglandin drugs can be helpful nightly. (Each evening's schedule of 
for some women with endometriosis. These meetings is published in the General Notice 
. drugs are known by the names Ponstel section of the Press Herald and Express 
(mefanamic acid), Naprosyn (naproxen) , In- classifieds .) · 
docin (indomethacin) , and Motrin Until I completely and thoroughly know · 
(ibuprofen) . Ibuprofen is sold over the myself I cannot take pride in myself or my 
counter as Advil and Nuprin. These drugs gay and lesbian community . Before I can 
are milder and safer.than hormones, and do . reasonably hope for society to accept me and 
not interfere with a woman's ovaries.. my gay and lesbian brothers and sisters , I 
Women who have put up with excessive · . need to start accepting myself. In that ac-
discomfort with menstruation or sexual' ac- · · G!!ptance I have found the. key to ,positive. 
tivity, or who 've had heavy or ii:regular change, and that's . the glorious irony of 
bleeding don't have to accept these com- recovery. 
plaints as a woman's lot in life. Lesbians 
should be especially aware. Since many of 
us do not attempt to get pregnant, a lesbian · 
might not know if she is infertile; she may 
have endometriosis and not realize it. 
. There are some good resources for 
women with endometriosis. The New Our 
Bodies,- Ourselves (Simon and Schuster, 
1985) contains a good overview of the 
subject. 
A book that is recommended by women 
with endometriosis is Endometriosis, by 
Julia Older (Charles Scribner's Sons, 1984 
~ in Canada: Collier Ma<;:Millan Canada, 
Inc.). 
The Endometriosis Association is a sup-
port and information organization with a-na-
tional office located at PO. Box 92187 , 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202. The national 
office can send you brochures, membership 
information, and the addresses of local 
chapters . They also ac.cept donations. 
- J . G. , an Adult Child in Recovery 
discover new routes 
year round outdoor trips 
for women 
A SAMPLING OF 1986 TRIPS 
• southwest canoe trip on the Rio Grande 
• spring backpacking in the southern 
Appalachian Mo_untains 
• horsepacking trip in northern Maine 
• kayaking the coast 
• island bicycle tours 
• trips for mothers and ch ildren 
• clinics and day trips - hiking, biking 
canoeing, kayaking 
CUSTOM TRIPS AND MORE ... 
new routes 
242 Dartmouth St. Portland , Maine 04102 
We need graphic inspiration. 
From time to time, we at Our P.aper need help designing logos and other 
·headings. If you have graphic arts skills and a little bit of time to offer, 
we'd love to hear _from you. Contact Fred at 773-5540 or write Our 
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104. · 
.OUR BOOKS 
an alternative bookstore 
Now in Stock: 
GAIA's· Guide 
Bob Damron's Guide 
Lesbian Sex 
Desert of the Heart 
Beyond Acceptance 
: Now That You Know 
I 
OUR BOOKS• 4 Pine· St. • Portland 
. ' 
. (207) 773-5540 
·Maine AIDS Update 
Local Musicians Play 
Bangor Fundraiser 
On Saturday, October 4, the Bangor Area 
Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalition (BAGLSC) 
will conduct a benefit concert featuring Joan 
_Wellhauser, Kathy Slack, Mike Cressey and 
Steve Hardy, all of whom currently reside 
in the Bangor area. 
Jo!'ln W ellhauser, a Masters candidate in 
Speech Pathology at the University of 
Maine, is a native of Canada. Joan has been 
a semi-professional singer-guitarist for IO 
years , playing musieals, dinner theatre , 
small clubs and radio productions for CBC 
Canada . She has done many benefits for 
organizations in Maine, among them Spruce 
Run , a shelter for battered women in 
Bangor; The Women's Center at U.M .O . , 
the Wilde-Stein Club, and most recently at 
the Charlie Howard Memorial. 
Kathy Slack, part-time teacher of Oral In-
terpretation, part-time Masters candidate in 
Speech Communication, traveled to Maine 
after having expe.rienced the theatrical scene 
in New York City . She was involved in soap· 
operas , off-off Broadway and Woody Allen 
Restaurant 
auditions. She loves singing slow music, and 
has developed a Jove and appreciation of 
folk music since her collaboration with Joan 
Wellhauser ~nd Mike Cressey. 
Mike Cressey , a computer programmer 
and Maine native , has been playing guitar 
in the Bangor area for 10 years , both as a 
soloist and as a member of various rock n' 
rnll bands . He has also played bass with 
David Mallet and appears on Mallet's first 
album . In the last few years Mike has tried 
his hand at songwriting and hopes to pro-
duce his own album in the future. 
Steve Hardy, a psychology major at the 
University of Maine, has performed in 
U.M.O. theatre productions, dinner theatre, 
and benefit cpncerts with Joan Wellhauser 
and Kathy Slack. 
The C(?ncert will take place at the 
Unitarian Church in Bangor at 8:00 p.m., 
and the co.st is $4 .00. Proceeds will be used 
to defray the cost of conducting the 198 7 
Charlie Howard Memorial. 
at the Performing Arts Center 
27 Forest Avenue · 
772-0453 · Reservat_ions Suggested 
61 7. 723-2021 
YOU ARE ONE PHONE CALL. AWAY 
FROM FINDING SOMEONE SPECIAL 
CONNECTIONS is tt,e East Coasts Fo,emost Goy Owneo ono 
Operoteo Doting Service. We ore design~ d to introduce selective. well 
groomed people to eoch other who ore looking IOI friendship or o 
relationship m the future 
Bors con be run with n,ends · but n con be dlfficun to meet the types ot 
people you wont to meet when you ore competing against no,se. 
smoke. and dim lights. chancing at the types or people you m,ght 
come in contact with 
CONNECTIONS MAKES IT EASY FOR YOU 
When you go out with someone you ha:. met through our agency 
there is o basic understanding that you ha,,e the some desues. mutual 
interests and goofs belOle you -n meet 
Selective. intelligent and well groomed? 
CA.ll NOW AND TALK TO US 
Connections of Beacon Hill 
127 Charles St., Beacon Hill 
Boston, MA 02114 
(617) 723-2021 
WOODFORDS \ ~ 
C"')i 
,· 
129 SPRING STREET 
PORTLAND, MAINE 
772-1374 
Darkroom types, please apply. 
We need people with black and white film developing experience to help 
us out. Someone to process film, or to teach more of us how to do that, or 
to let those of us who already know how use your darkroom on occasion. 
If you can offer us any assistance, please call Fred at 773-5540 or write 
Our Paper, P.O. Box JQ744, Portland, Maine 04104. 
p R O G R E S S V E H A I R 
1' 7 0 F a II E S T 772/9060 
' 
L MAINE'S ONLY PRIVATE GAY CLUB lJ'C' 
"·COME JOIN US" J1L9 
w 
I 
SJP()RG£8};f AN~ 
NIGHTLY 8PMT01AM 
2 BATES STREET 784-2251 
GAJ.IE ROOM I DISCO 
HAPPY HOUR THURS. & SUN. -ALL NIGHT! 
G£ () 
··N 
I 
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REVIEW 
''Desert Hearts'' Arrives in Portland 
by Fred Berger 
After its Maine premiere in August at the 
Rai lr9ad Square Cinema in Waterville , the 
long-awaited film " Desert Hearts" finally 
arrives in Portland this month. 
0 
0 "Desert Hearts," directed by Donna 
-a_ Deitch and starring Helen Shaver and 
THE SCREAMING ROOM, by Barbara 
Peabody. San Diego: Oak Tree Publica-
tions, Inc., 1986, 254 pp. , $15.95 
hardcover. 
by Barbara Leclerc 
I will not synopsize The Screaming Room. 
To do so would trivialize both the book and 
my profound emotional response to it. The 
feelings this true story generates must be ex-
perienced firsthand. 
I will say that it is well written and like 
all good expressive writing, The Screaming 
Room intricately details a unique story while 
never losing sight of universal themes that 
mark its essence. On one level , it is one 
mother's painstaking log of her son's 
deterioration and death from AIDS. On 
another, it is a universal story of uncondi-
tional love and commitment and the strug-
gle to survive. 
Read it. 
Patricia Charbonneau , is a lesbian Jove 
story. It takes place in the American ' 50s. 
Shaver plays Vivian Bell , a 35-year-old 
English professor who is in Reno to get a 
divorce. There she meets Cay Rivvers,. 
played by Patricia Charbonneau .. 
The nature of their meeting tells us a l.ot 
about the young Cay . Professor Bell is be-
ing driven down the desert highway to her 
accommodations by Cay's stepmother. Cay 
passes them in a flashy convertible going in 
the opposite direction , catches a glimpse of 
Vivian and throws the car into reverse. Then 
she rides alongside the other car-, going at · 
full speed in reverse while chatting with her 
stepmother and eyeing Vivian . 
Based on the novel Desert of the Heart by 
Jane Rule, the story focuses on Vivian 's 
coming out and the relationship between the 
two very different women . It is a wonder-
ful Jove story, serious and ·sensuous, which 
will appeal to men and women , gay and 
straight. . 
For those men who need some beefcake 
to make a movie complete, we are blessed 
with the presence of · Alex McArthur 
(Madonna's boyfriend in her new "Papa 
Don ' t Preach" video) who plays a studly-
:::::::::::::::::::::·:::. :·:. :-:· :, ::::::::::;. :::::::::::~::::::::::: ,:::::::. :::::::::. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: ::: : ::::::::::: ::::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 
.: Parting Glances 
by Sally L. Brophy 
Painfully honest and refreshingly ac-
curate , this bittersweet portrayal of 
homosexual love is exceptionally well-
written and well-directed. The classic love 
triang'.e appears here with several ironic 
twists that bend it into a trapezoid of pain , 
joy, hope and desperation. In short, this film 
shows how parallel a gay lifestyle can be to 
a straight one and yet, how painfully 
separate. 
The three main characters, Robert , a 
handsome health official , Michael , an 
editor, and Nick , a manic rock singer dy-
ing of AIDS , are bound together by the in-
tense emotions and misdirected antagonisms 
that are so typical of a three-way affair of 
the heart. Michael and Robert have been 
lovers for six years, but the audience 
gradually discovers that Michael 's true love 
will always be Nick. 
The story builds around Robert 's depar-
ture for Africa. Early in the film he discloses 
that he manipulated his employer to get the 
transfer, but for what reason remains part 
of the unraveling story. Does he want to 
escape from the boredom of a Jong term 
relationship or is he running away from the 
pain he knows his lover will go through as 
his closest friend slowly dies of AIDS? 
Humor finds its way into this parody of 
life, as does friendship; flirtation and frustra-
tion. The story eventually leads to a going 
away p_arty for Robert. This colorful gather-
Judith L ippa, MSW 
ing includes ex-girlfriends, husbands , gay 
and straight friends , overweight queens , 
foreign eccentrics and tattooed nym~ 
phomaniacs , to mention a few. One of the 
best scenes in the film occurs here when 
Nick,. attempting to make a quick exit down 
the fire escape, is confronted by a young col-
lege freshman who met Nick earlier. Being 
one of the few people from the party who 
doesn ' t know about Nick 's illness, the young 
man proceeds to carry on about how exciting . 
life is and his desire to live it for all it 's 
worth. In his youthful innocence he even 
voices a pledge to outrun death as he charges 
down the . s_piraling fire escape creating a 
· perfect juxtaposition with Nick ' s self-
destructive past and his present agony . 
Nick handles this young man '.s onslaught 
. with the same cutiing humor the audience 
has come to expect from him. His ability to 
scowlingly laugh at life's burdens and at 
people's consistent selfishness seems to be 
the most important factor in helping him to 
carry o·n . That , and the undaunted Jove of 
Michael , who careens from past to present 
in his struggle with Nick's impending death. 
Overall , the excellent story line and ac-
ting in Parting Glances _makes the film a true 
pleasure. The musical sound was well done, 
but the verbal sound was difficult to hear at 
times , causing me to be disappointed that r 
might be missing a "good line. " That's a 
perfect reflection of what a well-written 
movie it is, as I was straining to hear every 
word. 
Licensed Clinical Social Worker 
Psychotherapy 
Individuals, Couples, Families 
but-sensitive ranch hand. McArthur is just 
o ne of the excellently played perip_heral 
characters , including Cay's stepmother 
p layed by Audra Lindley, whose presence 
puts the Jove affair in the context of a not-
too-approving society. 
I found " Desert Hearts" thoroughly en-
jo"yable :-- old-fashioned, yet relevant. A 
delight. 
"Desert Hearts" wi ll be shown at The 
Movies, 10 .Exchange St. , in Portland , 
September 10-1.3 . The Friday , September 12 
9 :00 performance will be a benefit for The 
AIDS Project. Tickets at $6 each will be on 
sale in advance at Our Books, Woodfords 
Cafe, and Entre Nous. A mounted ·"Desert 
Hearts " poster will be given away as a door 
prize that night. 
Culture Shock 
Incidently, I always do marvel at the lack 
of Beethoven , Schubert, and Mozart , that 
I find in Portland. Within recent weeks , I 
took notes to two major cultural events , but 
can't seem to locate them . One was the 
Japanese Percussion fallout down in the Park 
Bandstand, a traditional event involving two 
opposing speechificatjons, a number of well-
customed highschoolers (Japanese) , and my 
nascient ear placing works into neo-wall-
street, primitive , Jazz, moodsy , and Berlio-
zian sort of but not quite. My general 
q ua licative remained appreciatively , 
"primitive", the excessive seeming amount 
of official backslapping somewhat inclusive. 
The other event was Joe Ricci , poetry , at 
one of the Restaurants I'm fairly fond of, ' 
Woodfords Cafe. He read for within an hour 
with a good audience, and left us all with 
his individual impression of how the mind 
can occupy its owri time. Mr . Ricci can be 
witty , brilliant, and ruminating, when he 
wants to be . 
It is nQt good for one poet necessarilly to 
critisize another, but I found myself at The 
end, annoyed with too IT)any similes .. Sort 
of like this was an amusement. 
What is all this doing here in a mentality 
fit for "Our Paper" ? That's what I want to 
know. What indeed· is anything on Planet 
Earth or its Relative Solar System doing in 
a mentality fit for Homosexuality. You 
guessed it, I'm one .of the slow ones , born 
in '32 , still trying to figure out why Earthl-
ings haven ' t seen ~ legal state of nature able 
to hQ_ld hands with itself since Greece (?). 
As hard as I try, I still don't reconcile thir-
ty years of education, a Masters in Music , 
and some teaching to boot, with the idea of 
humanity headed B~ethovenoitedly towards 
a Michelangelesqueloid ideal of three car-
vorting (male) figures , straight off the bas-
relief. 
Admittedly, Tragedies at least as great as 
the Atom Bombs , like the Great French 
Defeat, and a more recent Tibet, ,to mention 
a few, have sown their share. But , let 's face 
it, Humanoids: What in hell do our cultures 
have to do with where we truly have to go, 
naturally , with food, and water , beyond the 
very trim of volcanoes curtains, and hot 
drugorapedly electrivified into the 
falsificatedly rigged elipstoidals of Televi-
sions shortrigged emmulswillisities of plastic 
petoids? 
a.m . fine 
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Maine NOW Conference 
Sc4edule·d for September 
" Feminists on the Move" is the theme for 
this year's Maine National Organization for 
Women 's State Conference scheduled for 
Saturday , September 27 at Bowdoin College 
in Brunswick , Maine. Registration will start · 
at 9 a.m. at the Bowdoin College Afro-
American Center. The conference will be 
held at Coles Tower from 9:30 a.m. to 5: 15 
p .m. The public is welcome. 
Ellie Smeal , president of the National 
Organization for Women, will give the 
keynote address. Workshop topics for the 
conference include Legislation in Maine Af-
fecting Women , Nonviolence and 
Feminism, Aging in a Sexist Society, Abor-
tion Rights, Lesbian Rights , Feminism and 
Religion , Relating to Men in the 80s, and 
more . 
Pre-registration isn 't necessary , but it is 
encouraged. NOW members are asked for 
a $5 contribution and non-NOW members 
are asked for a $7 .50 contribution. A sliding 
scale is applicable . To pre-register please 
send a check, payable to Maine NOW , to : 
Brunswick NOW., Box 133 , Brunswick, -
Maine 04011. 
Free childcare and overnight accommoda-
tions are available for those who pre-
register. Please indicate the number of 
children and their ages upon pre-registering. 
A buffet lunoh will be provided at a cost 
of $3.50 with proceeds going to the Maine 
NOW Political Action Committee . 
For more information contact Eva Cahill , 
conference coordinator , at 443-3881 or Judy . 
Lloyd , Brunswick area NOW coordinator at 
725-5854. 
family portraits . 
by 
Jenna 
Suite 423 ECOLOGY HOUSE 
142 High Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
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Key West Is a P aradise for Lesbians, Too 
by Kathryn Baptista 
Key -West is a town of contradictions. 
Located as far south as you can get in the 
United States, the atmosphere is not that of 
most of the conservative south. Instead, Key 
West has a laid-back , tropical atmosphere 
which has caused its adoption by the gay 
community · as on~ of its favorite resort 
spots. 
It's easy to see why. The locals (called 
Conchs - pronounced ' 'Coriks ") call it 
paradise. A few years ago the whole island 
declared its secession from the rest of the 
United States and erected a fl ag proclaim-
ing it the "Conch Republic. " Some people 
took them seriously, but Key Westers don ' t 
take much seriously at all . 
One frequently hears about all Key West 
has to offer to gay men, but rarely ·to les -
bians. During a recent extended visit to the 
island, I had an opportunity to see what it 
.was all about. 
T he population is overwhelmingly gay 
and lesbian, if transient. Many of the 
·island 's businesses are owned by gay men 
or lesbians and we have a tremendous im-
pact down there . A recent mayoral election 
was affected by rumors that one of the can-
didates had made some homophobic 
remarks. The election was very close and 
the loser claims (and is suing because of this) 
that the rumors made the difference . 
The prime activity for beginning a hot 
night is to hit Mallory Square Dock and 
watch !he sunset. The Key West sunset is 
an event in itself, but all around are street 
performers and people selling sea sponges 
.: 
the 
and souvenirs. Everyone drops everything 
to watch the sunset, applaud , and go off fo r 
a night of bar hopping (which can take a long 
time, as there are dozens) and partying. The 
days are spent shopping on Duval Street (the 
longest main street in the world , they claim. 
It's only about fourteen blocks, but runs 
from the Atlantic Ocean to the Gulf of Mex-
ico.), laying in the sun, and bar hopping. 
Getting around in Key West is simple. Not 
many people drive cars, but walkers and 
mopeds are everywhere. The island has an 
area of only about eight square mi les, so 
these methods of transportat ion are great. 
If you really want to explore the whole 
thing, take a tro lley tour. The guided tour 
is lots of fun , and you can get on and off 
as many times as you like. You can catch 
it , or the Conch Train tour , at Mallory 
Square. The trolley is also available at many 
other points on the island . 
There are actually a lot of women-
centered activities on the island . Judy and 
Martha , owners of Ellie 's Nest , a women 's 
guest house, say that most of the bars and 
events .are open to men and women, that the 
locals are very non-separatist, and that they 
like it that way . However, Ellie's Nest is 
women-only . It ' s a very casual place , with 
rooms named after famous women . They 
have a hydro-jet pool and sundecks with op-
tional clothing policies . Their rates run from 
$43-55 off-season (May-November) and 
$55-75 in season (November-May). They 
are located at 1414 Newton Street, and their 
phqne number is (305) 296-5757. 
For a less laid-back vacation, try staying 
at the Spindrift Motel at 1212 Simonton 
Street, (305) 296-3432. The motel has been 
owned and run by lesbians since 1978, and 
has a full -s ize swimming pool, decks, bars, 
and is central to all other activities. It's 
generally a good sign when a motel adver-
ti ses with the motto , "Where gaiety 
be~om~s you. " Send for a free brochure. 
There are dozens of motels, guest houses , 
and campgrounds, some of which are gay 
and/or lesbian only. Check out Gaia 's Guide 
or Gayellow Pages fo r more. For up-to-date 
gay and lesbian activ ities, try the lo.c&l 
Southern Exposure Guide. It is aimed mostly 
at gay men, but has lots of things to do for 
men and women. 
Like motels and guest houses, many 
restaurants in Key West are gay or lesbian-
owned. Some to check out are Claire, which 
in addition to a wonderful menu also offe rs 
a weekly " Sisters of the Sea" dance and get-
together for women only on Thursday 
nights . It's located at 900-904 Duval Street. 
Call 296-5558 for reservations . Twigs, at 
722 Duval Street, offers frequent entertain-
ment , including a terrific women' s music 
performer named Melissa who appeared 
while I was there . Little Nicolena is located 
at 628 Duval Street . They have absolutely 
terrific Italian food. All these restaurants are 
lesbian-owned. 
There' s plenty to do in Key West. It 's part 
of a coral reef, so the snorkeling and diving 
are terrific . If you are more interested in 
shopping , there are plenty of stores, in-
cluding Key West 's version of a Bloom-
ingdale's gone a little crazy , Fast Buck Fred-
dy 's, located at 500 Duval Street , and Key 
West Aloe, owned by two gay men , which 
carries suntan products, sk in care supplies, 
and fragrances, as well as great massage 
kits. It's at 524 Front Street. 
If culture is more to your liking, cheek out 
the movies at The Picture Show, which year-
ly sponsors the Key West International Gay 
Fi lm Festival. The theatre is at 620 Duval 
Street. Also , the Tennessee Wi ll iams Fine 
Arts Center features regular selections of 
plays. 
The places to meet other women are at 
Claire's on Thursday nights, at Mallory 
Square at sunset, and at the Papillon Bar at 
Atlantic Shores Motel. There's also a swim-
ming pool there, and that's where everyone 
seems to hang out. 
The event of the year is called Fantasy 
Fest, which occurs for four days over Hallo-
ween . There are festivals, contests, food and 
parades. Everyone goes a- little crazy . 
Newly opened is a women 's bar called 
(for some inexplicable reason) The Perfect 
Taco , on Caroline Street. It ' s a small, in-
t imate bar done in art deco, with occasional 
e ntertainment , connected to Michael ' s, a 
g·ay disco and bar . 
Key West is a wonderful place to spend 
a vacation , particularly in the winter,. as 
there has never been a frost in Key West. 
The water is always beautifully clear and 
warm, and the sunsets are always beautiful. 
It ' s a paradise fo r lesbians, too . 
un roun 
lABOR BAY WEEKEND 
RETURNING FROM L-A 
RUDY DEL AMOUR~ pianist-comedian 
a fabulous Las Vegas show ... for 4 nights 
Special Labor Day Beer Bash 
Monday, Sept. 1st 
$1 .50 Miller Pitchers 
4til 8 pm 
Partying until 1 _ am 
Sunday, Sept. 14th 
"Mr. Gay Portland" Contest 
Trophies & Cash Prizes 
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FUNDRAISING WEEKEND ~ 
,.._ 
Friday\., · TRASH ·BEANO 1,:00 PM to .10.00·PM. Backstreet . 
Saturday VOLLEYBALL GA~E 12:00 to .s:oo ·Deering Oaks 
. 
AUTUMIYFEST DIIYIYER . Cocktails - 7:00 PM, Dinner - 8:00 PM 
Verrillo' s Restaurant, Portland cash bar $18.00 per person 
Sunday AUTUMNFEST FLEA MARKET/STREET FAIR. 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM . _. 
' . 
USM Commuter Parking Lot, Bedford Street (Incas~ of rain, will be·held inside) 
BIKE RIDE · Registration day of race· 10.:30 AM · 
·uSM Commuter Parking Lot, Bedford Street · · 
I . 
Sponsored by Harbor ~asters ·1nc. . Pride Committee 
. I •• · . I . . 
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Classifieds~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! The Adventures of !! 
Roommate wanted - responsible, non-
smoking woman to share large West End 
apartment with 2 other lesbian women . 
Available Sept. I or Oct. I; $160/month, 
plus security . Includes heat. Call ?73-4804. 
New Dawn Adventures - Simple , 
reasonable outqoor trips/workshops for 
women. All ages, life styles welcome. Cam-
ping available .at retreat on Vieques, Puerto 
Rico. Specific workshops (fall '86 carpen-
try) offered, or create your own. Write: 518 
Washington St., Gloucester , MA O 1930 or 
tel. 617-283-8717. · 
I'm looking for back issues of I. T. (In 
Touch) and T.H.T.H. (Too Hot To Handle) 
'magazines. If you want to unload your col-
lection please write advertiser #'23 , c/o Our 
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, P~rtland, Me. 
04104 . 
Looking for travel companion for 
Acapulco vacation in fall. Two can go 
cheaper than one. Also more memorable to 
share experience with someone. Please cor-
respond as soon as possible. Have found 
good deals. SOC, 15 Star Route ; Frye, Me. 
04235 , tel: 364-7486. 
Two Lesbian Feminists wanted to share 
house with us in South Portland near Willard 
Beach . By October or November, your 
choice. Call Diane evenings as soon as 
possible after Sept. 15 . 799-6905 . 
GWM, 33, North Portland area, 5'10", 175 
lbs. , good looks , would like to meet another 
male ages between 25-45 for friendship with 
an eye toward possible future monogamous 
relationship. I'm clean cut, intelligent with 
many indoor/outdoor interests. I'm fun lov-
ing, outgoing, yet private. Caring, serious 
and safe! My only Tack is companionship. 
You be fit , clean cut, sincere, and positive, 
with the same need for friendship and maybe 
share some of the same interests. Disc·retion 
assured, and I hope you're out thi:re! Any 
le rers answered promptly . Write advertiser 
#25 , c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 
0
10744, 
Portland , Me. 04104 . · 
Two gay men, stable relationship, Jive on 
a farm with 2 kids and 2 dogs. Looking for 
gay fathers with kids for friendships, 
outings, picnics , sailing and kid things . 
Anyone out there in the same boat? Write 
advertiser #'26 , c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 
10744, Portland , Me. 04104. 
Lesbian Couple moving from NYC to 
Portland in October is welcoming any 
helpful information regarding housing. 
Apartment/house share. Can pa)'. up to $300 . 
(We have two cats.) Thanx . Write advertiser 
#24, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, 
Portland, Me. 04104. 
Women's Weekend on Mt. Desert Island, 
Me. Sept. 27, 28, 29. $75 . for two people . 
Eight housekeeping cottages with private 
pebble beach. Secluded location with great 
views of bay. Cabins have heaters. Call 
288-4115 or 862-2422 for reservations . 
GWF - 29, attractive, slim, secure, fun-
loving. Likes sports, outdoors, dancing , and 
quiet moments . Seeks attractive , feminine 
GF 25-35, non-smoker. Please send photo . 
to P .O. Box 242, Hallowell , Me. 04347. 
First Annual Women's Full Moon Equinox 
Gathering , September 19, 20, 21 at coven-
tree, Troy. Come share stories, music, 
workshops , rituals. Camp out. Chemical 
Free. For more info write: gathering 
ground, Dexter, Me. 04930 or call 
207-924-5172. 
Roommate Wanted. Gay man and lesbian 
want .third to share large apartment , 
Falmouth St., Portland. $180./month plus 
one third heat, utilities, and cable. Call Bill 
at 772-5363 mornings for info and inter-
view. No pets. 
A Surrogate Mother? Healthy gay male 
couple, nurturing a stable relationship 8 
years, wishes to start a family. Will you bear 
our child? Please write to Family, 123 W. 1 
44th St., Suite 5-E, NYC, NY 10036. 
Roommate Wanted -:-A professional, non-
smoker to share a two bedroom apartment 
on Ocean Ave . in Portland . $70/week in-
~ludes rent, lights, and basic monthly phone 
charges. Call Scott at 865-4511 (days) or 
871-1522 (nights). 
Auto Sales, with the sensitivity you deserve . 
Call Marc Libby at Atlantic Lincoln-
Mercury-Merkur . 1-800-445-6559. 
Can We Talk? GWM , Br/blue 5'9", 140 
lbs. Into life , stable, affectionate , domestic . 
Soft, smooth body. 43 going on 30. Attrac-
tive . Mornings 443-1573 or P.O . Box 979 , 
Bath, Me . 04530. 
The AIDS Project is seeking a paid, part-
time coordinator of support services. Send 
letter and resume to TAP, P.O. Box 
10723, Portland , ME 04104 by Sept. 15. 
Call Fred at 773-5540 for more informa-
tion. 
Your Very Affordable Maine 
Gay Introduction' Agency 
FRIENDS 
P.O. BOX 6526 PTS 
PORTLAND, ME 04102 
DISCRETION GUARANTEED 
CONT ACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION 
IN A PLAIN ENVELOPE. 
Macho and Friendly 
The Things We Do For Love 
by Bull O'Nee 
It's another rainy summer Sunday in 
. Portland. Friendly and Harry are relaxing 
in bed thinking about how to spend the day 
ahead. 
"Let's go to the Museum," Harry sug- • 
gests. "There's a great photography exhibit 
there." 
''Nope, I can never get you past 'The 
Dead Pearl Diver'," Friendly grumbles. 
"Well, how about a movie?" 
''Nope, I'm boycotting the Nickelodeon 
until they show 'Desert Hearts'." 
"Good idea ," Harry agrees. "Guess 
we'll just have to stay home and cuddle all · 
day. " He sidles up to his partner. The phone 
rings . 
"Shit, you get it Friendly." 
Friendly reaches across Harry to get the 
phone. " Oh hi Ruthie. How's it goin? ... 
Softball? Sure, we'd love to. See you in a 
bit. Bye.'' 
''What was that about'!'' Harry inquires. 
"Ruthie invited us to the 'Leapin' Lez-
zies' softball game. I said yes." 
"You what?! I hate softball. Baseball was 
the terror of my adolescence. I still have 
nightmares about standing in right field 
praying that the ball won't come my way. 
I get
1
stomach aches when I see a diamond. 
How could you say yes?" 
"But Ruthie and Gail are our good bud-
dies. I couldn't say no to them. You'll have 
a good time." 
"I'll have a lousy time - and in the rain 
yet. Geez. The things we do for .love." 
Later at the Deering Oaks ball diamond ... · 
"Now remind me Friendly, what's that 
thing called that you hit the ball with?" 
Harry inquires. 
" It 's called a bat. si lly . Now pay atten-
tion, Rutliie's up." 
"Hit a touchdown , Ruthie!" Harry yells. 
Heads turn to stare. "Um, I think I'll take 
a walk. Catch ya later." 
Harry moseys over to the bridge over 
Scum Pond to see if any of his friends from 
his hustling days are still around. He sees 
Little Joe leaning against a lamppost, thumbs 
hooked in his front pockets. "Same old 
pose," Harry thinks . 
"Hey Joe, how y;1 doin'?" Harry greets 
his old friend. 
''Hi Harry, long time no see. Where ya 
been??" 
"Oh, I've gone straight," Harry replies. 
''I mean , not straight, but I've given up 
hustling ." ' 
"D'va find a sugar daddy?" 
A m 8 ( y I I I S C I O I h I n g C 0 . 
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''No, just changed· my ways that's all. 
Seen Ray lately?" 
"Ray died last week," Joe answers 
matter-of-factly. 
"Died? You're kidding." Harry is 
shocked. 
·"Nope, AlDS. Lotta the guys aren't feel-
ing too good lately .'' · 
" Are they still hustling?" Harry asks , 
incredulous. 
"Oh sure, why not?" Joe responds . 
"Why not?! They could be spreading 
something." 
"Hey listen, we don't force anybody to 
do anything. It's their choice. I'm in this for 
the money man, remember?" 
"Yea, I do remember," Harry answers 
numbly. "I gotta ger back to a ·-baseball 
game. Later." 
Harry climbs the stands to Friendly. 
Friendly greets him cheerily : "Hi 'guy, 
you 're missing a great game. Hey, you look 
awful. What happened?" 
"Saw an old friend . Say, can we leave 
soon," Harry requests. 
"Sure, but I told Ruthie we'd meet them 
at Woodford's after the game." 
-"That's _okay, I could use soqie good 
company nght now. Let's. go." 
(to be continued) 
. The 'rate for cluaifieds · is $4 for 30 
words, 10¢ for each additional word. For 
personala tdcl S2 for handling; All ads 
must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Paper, 
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104. We 
ask that you not use aexuallv explicit 
language in your penonals. Responses 
to penonals will not be opene,l by Our 
Paper and will be forwarded to you~wice 
fflf\Dth}y. 
an exciting gallery featuring 
the blown and art glass of 
contemporary new england artists 
the stein glass gallery 
20 milk st I in the old port 
- portland,me ( J2071 772-9072 .• , · ~ 
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AIDS-Line 
775-1267 and 1-800-851-AIDS 
M, W, F, 6pm to 9pm 
The AIDS Project 
P.O. Box 10723 
Portland; ME. 04104 
Bangor INTERWEAVE 
P.O. Box 8008 . 
Bangor, ME 04401 
Bates Gay /Lesbian/Straight Alliance 
Box 569 
Bates College 
Lewiston, ME 04240 
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight Coalition 
(BAGLSC) 
c/o 87 Sunset Strip 
Brewer, Me. 04412 
Bowdoin Gay/Straight Alliance 
Bowdoin College 
Brunswick 04011 
Central Maine Health Foundation 
P.O. Box 3113 
Lewiston, Me. 04240 
AIDS Hotline 782-6113 
Chiltern Mountain Club 
P.O. Box 407 
Boston, Mass. 02117 
Feminist Spiritual Community 
9 Deering St. 
P.O. Box 3771 
Portland, Me. 04104 
773-2294 
Fredericton Lesbians and Gays 
Box 1556, Station A 
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada 
·Free T9 Be 
11 King St. 
Augusta, ME 04330 
. ) Friends and Parents of Gays 
729-9843 (Brunswick) 
623-2349 (Augusta) 
GLM (Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton) 
C.P. 7102 
Riverview, N.B., Canada 
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous 
c/o.,First Parish Unitarian Church 
425 Congress· St. 
Portland 04101 
Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group 
780-4085 or 772-4741 
Portland 
Gay /Lesbian Spiritual Community 
125 Vaughan Street 
Portland, Maine 04102 
207-773-1924 
Gay/Lesbian Alliance 
92 Bedford St. 
Portland 04102 
780-4085 
Gay Men's Support Association 
P.O. Box 3011 
North Conway, N.H. 03860 
Greater Bangor NOW ' 
P.O. Box 8026 
Bangor, Me. 04401 
Greater Portland N.O.W. 
P.O. Box 4012 Station A 
Portland 04101 
Harbor Masters Inc. • 
P.O. Box 4044 
Portland, Me. 04101 
LAGO-SJ (Lesbian and Gay Organizati9n 
Saint John) 
Box 6494, Stn. A, Saint John 
N.B., Canada E2L 4R9 
Lesbian/Gay Committee 
Me. Chapter Nat ' I. Assoc. of Social 
Workers 
P.O. Box 5112, Station A 
Portland, Me. 04101 
Maine Connection 
P.O. Box 5245, 
Station A. 
Portland, Me. 04102 
Maine Health Foundation, Inc. 
P.O. Box 7329 DTS 
Portland 04112 
Maine Lesbian Feminists 
P.O. Box 125 
Belfast 04915 
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance 
P.O. Box 108 
Yarmouth, ME. 04096 
New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for Gay 
and Leshian Righfs 
P.O. Box 756 
Contoocook, N.H. 03229 
603-228-9009 
Northern Lambda Nord 
P.O. Box 990 
Caribou, Me. 04736 
NLN Gay Phoneline, 498-2088 
Portland Pride Committee 
P.O. Box 5112, Sta. A 
Portland, Me. 04104 
Seacoast Gay· Men 
. P.O. Box 1394 
: Portsmouth, ~ 03801 
' UMF/Gay and Straight People's Alliance 
, (G.A.S.P.) 
UMF 
Farmington, Me. 04938 
USM Women's Forum 
University of Southern Maine 
94 Bedford St. 
Portland 04103 
Vermonters for Lesbian and Gay Rights 
(VLGR) 
Box 281. 
Hinesburg, VT 05461 
Wilde-Stein qub 
Memorial Union 
University of Maine - Orono 
Orono 04469 
Women's Community Project 
P.O. Box 3733 
Portland, Me. 04104 
li===========Meetings===========ll 
'SUNDAYS 
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance - for 
discussion , .support, and planning - every 
Sunday , 8:30 p.m. in Hirasawa Lounge, 
Chase Hall , Bates College, Lewiston. 
Northerri Lambda Nord - last Sunday 
of the month - business meeting, 1:00 
· pm, followed by a potluck. 
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance 
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the 
month . Meetings rotated throughout state. 
See Calendar listing for locatioh and time. 
Gay/ Les bian Spiritual Community-
125 Vaughan Street, Portland , Maine 
04102. 7:00 p.m. 773-1 924. 
Maine Connection AA Roundup, second 
Sunday of every month , 2 :00 pm, 125 
Vaughan St. , Portland . 
MONDAYS 
Femin ist Spi~itual Commu nity - every 
Monday at 7 pm, Friends Meeting House, · 
Forest Avenue, Portland , 773-2294, (come 
early) . 
Seacoast Gay M.en - every Monday , 7-9 · 
p.m. (except 1st Monday and holidays) . 
Unitarian Universalist Church, 292 State 
St., Portsmouth, NH (side door basement), 
call Mark 207-646-2748 
Central.Maine Health Foundation - fir st 
Monday of evt ry month at Sportsmans, -2 
Bates St. , Lewiston, 8 pm. Call Phil Ellis. 
784-5047 or 782-6113 . 
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA) -
Open Discussion with focus on gay/lesbian 
issues . 7:30-9:00 p.m. , YWCA , 87 Spring 
St. , Portland. 
TUESDAYS 
Bangor Area Gay /Lesbian/Straight Coalition 
(BAGLSC), meets the second Tuesday of 
· every month at 87 Sunset Strip in Brewer 
at 7:30 pm. 
Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth Tues- · 
day of the month, Y.W.C.A. , 87 Spring 
St. , Portland, 7:30 pm. 
Alcoholics Anonymous - Gays in 
Sobriety - every Tuesday, . 7:30 pm, 
First Parish Unitarian Universalist 
q urch, 425 Congress St. , Portland. 
Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon - every Tuesday , 
7:30 to &; 30 pm, First Parish Unitarian 
Universalist Church, 425 Congress St. ,' 
Portland. 
Mid-Coast Parents and Friends of Gays -
second Tuesday of each month , 7:30 , 
Brunswick, call 729-9843 . 
Our Paper staff meeting - every Tues-
day, 7:30 pm, Our Books, 4 Pine St., 
Portland. New members are welcome. 
{ 
WEi>NESDA YS 
Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG) -
second Wednesday of the month 
Fredericton, N .B., Canada 
THURSDAYS 
Lesbian/ Gay Alcoholics Anonymous -
every Th ursg.ay, discussion meeting at8 
pm, Unitarian Church, Main St. , 
Bangor. 
VLGR (Vermonters for Lesbian and Gay 
Rights) meets the first and third Thurs-
day of every month at 7 :30 pm at the 
Peace and Justice Center, 186 College St. , 
Burlington. 
Greater Bangor NOW - last Thursday of 
_the month , Bangor City Hall , 7 pm. Call 
989-3306 for info. · 
UMF Gay and Straight People' s Alliance 
(G.A.S.P. ) - every Thursday at 3:30, 
Fireside Lounge, Student Center, Univ. of 
ME., Farmington 
Womyn Who Write - · second and fourth 
Thursday , 7-9 pm, USM Women's Forum 
office, 92 Bedford St. , Portland , 780-4083 . 
Wilde~Stein Club- Thursday evening, 
6:00-9:00 p.m., Sutton Lounge, Memo-
rial Union, UMO. 
Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics AnonY.mous -
every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 pm, 
First Parish Unitarian Universalist 
Church, 425 Congress St. , Portland. 
FRIDAYS 
"Free To Bee" Gay/ Lesbian .Alcoholicfa 
Anonymous - every Friday, 7 :30 ~ 8:30. 
All Souls Unitarian Church, 11 Kmg St ., 
Augusta. 
Gay / Lesbian Alliance- every other Fci-
day at 7, 92 Bedfo rd St., Portland , 780-
4085. · 
Alcoholics Anonymous meets ev.ery Friday 
8-9:30 - Gays Together in Sobriety (Open 
Discussion) Christ Episcopal Church, 805 
Lafayette Road , Portsmouth , N .H. 
SATURDAYS 
Free To Be Gay / Lesbian Alcoholics 
Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 pm, 
The House, 60 Oak St. (corner Blake), 
Lewiston. 
Bangor INTERWEAVE - meetings 2nd 
and 4th Saturdays at 8 pm at University Col-
lege Center , Texas Ave ., Bangor. Coffee 
house and da_nce every Saturday from 9 to 
l at Univ. College Center, $3. for info : 
884-7079 . . 
1
~=================Calelldar=·===========~ 
:Saturday, Aug. 30-Tuesday, Sept. 1 
" La Cage Aux Foiles"· at The Movies 
IO Exchange St. , .Portland . ' 
Thursday, Sept. 4 
" Outrageous, " Portland Museum of Art 
Auditorium . · 
Wednesday, Sept. IO-Saturday, Sept. 13 
"Desert Hearts" at The Movies, IO Ex-
change St. , Portland. AIDS Project benefit · 
performance Friday , August 12 at 9:00. 
Tickets $5 in advance available at Our Books 
and other locations. 
Saturday, Sept. 6 
Clean and Sober Dance, sponsored by 
Northeast District ACOA. 8:00 p.m. to l 
a. m. Preble St. Chapel, 331 Cumberland 
Ave., Portland. $3. 
Friday, Sept. 12-Sunday, Sept. 14 
Bisexual Retreat near Belfast. Call Arlene 
at 338-1037 fo r information. 
Friday; Sept. 12 
"Ultimate Dance Party," Portland Club, 
State St. , Portland, $4. 
Sunday, Sept. 14 
AIDS Summit, US M, Luther Bonney 
Auditorium, Portland, I0:00 a.m. 
Friday, Sept. 19-Sunday, Sept. 21 
Women Outdoors Third An.nu al 
-Blueberry Cove . Sail. Call Barbara at 
829-5392 . 
Saturday, Sept. 20 _ 
MLGPA Meeting, Univ. of Maine at 
Augusta, Student Union, IO a.m. Voting 
on endorsements for governor and state 
legislators will take place. 
Friday, Sept. 26 
Take Back The Night Rally and March, 
Deering Oaks Park, Portland , 7:00. Call 
773-6536 or 767-3400 for info. 
Friday, Sept. 26-Sunday, Sept. 28 . 
- Autumnfest Weekend , Portland. 
Saturday, Sept. 27 
Maine NOW State Confe rence at Bow-
doin College, Brunswick. Contact Eva at 
443-3881 or Judy at 725-5854. 
Sunday, Sept. 28 
At Papa Joe's, 80 Water St. , Augusta -
sitdown dinner followed by drag show . 
Doors open at 6 p.m., dinner 6:30 to 7:30. 
Total price fo r show and dinner is $8. Reser-
vation must be made by Sept. 20 . Show on-
ly ($3) ' may be purchased at the door. For 
info call Dick at 623-4041. 
Happy Birthday 
to Our Paper 
